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I NTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC CONTROL THEORY
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and Eco,,oni,e Systems .Stiuiiesbyeiouiniists and eat ,ieer.s are s'onirasied and prospects for Jiitiire
ders'lopnienis are ei'altiis'd
A workshop on "Stochastic Control Theory and Economic Systems'' was held
on May 5th and 6th. 1972, at Princeton University. under the sponsorship of the
National Bureau of Economic Research, with financial support from the National
Science Foundation and the International Business MachineCorporation.
Approximately 40 economists and 20 control theorists attended: a list of partic-
ipants is included in the Appendix to this introduction. Nine invited papers were
presented, six by economists and three by control scientists. These nine papers.
either in their entirety or some abstract form after revisions, have been collected
or are described in this volume.
To introduce these papers it would he helpful to point out the nature and the
objective of the workshop. Early in January 1972. a planning committee, consisting
of Michael Athans, Gregory C. Chow. Edwin Kith, and M. lshaq Nadiri, met to
discuss the general plans for the workshop.' We felt that the development of
stochastic dynamic economics using tools related to optimal stochastic control
had reached such a point that it would he extremely useful to bring together
research workers from both the economics and control professions to report ott
current research work, to exchange ideas, and to evaluate the prospects for future
developments. In addition, recent trends in control theory research deal with the
fundamental understanding of large scale systems and decentralized decision-
making; clearly, such problems are common in economicsystems. Hence, exchange
of ideas in this area was also judged to be of importance. Michael Athans and
Gregory C. Chow were asked to serve as co-chairmen of this workshop to invite
interested participants arid to select the papers to he presented, with Athans
responsible for inviting the control scientists at-id Chow responsible for inviting
the economists,2 while Kuh and Nadiri were constantly providing ideas and
suggestions.
* We would like to acknowledge financial support rrom the National Science Foundation in the
preparation of this paper (NSF Grant GS 32003X). and to thank M lsliaq Nadiri and Richard F.
Quandt for editorial comments on an earlier draft.
We would like to use this opportunity to thank Nevilte Bcharie of the National Bureau of
Economic Research for having kept the workshop running, and to thank Grace B. Lilley of the
Econometric Research Program of Princeton University for assisting in local arrangements as well
as other aspects of the running of the workshop.
2 In this connection, Chow received helpful suggestions from David Kendrick and would like to
express his appreciation.
375We thought that it would he useful to have the economistspresent their
papers fIrst, and in the second day of the conference, to have the control theorists
present three state-of-the-art papers in their field which would he ofinterest to
the group. There were definitely other interesting and relevantpapers by econ-
omists than the six actually selected. One of the criteria forselecting these six
papers was their continuity and coherence, aspects that would facilitateunder-
standing by the participants of the workshop, and wouldprovide convenient
focal points for discussion and exchanges by the participantsand, it is to be hoped,
also by readers of this volume.
The first three papers, besides possible substantivecontributions that they
may make to the analysis of economic policy, contain discussions andexpositions
of some basic tools and ideas of stochastic control forreaders who are not already
familiar with the subject.3 The firstpaper, by Robert S. Pindyck. applies deter-
ministic control theory to study the optimal timepaths for the policy variables,
using a linear econometric model of the UnitedStates economy that the author
has constructed. The welfare function used isquadratic: it penalizes the per-
fornianec of an economic variable (if it isseected in the vcllire function) by the
sum of squares of its deviations from the target values duringthe discrete time
periods (quarters in this case) ofa finite planning horizon. The derivation of the
optimal time paths in feedback form isbased on deterministic control theory
---deterministic because the random disturbancesin the econometric modelwere
ignored (treated as havingzero values) and because the parameters in the linear
system are assumed to be given constantsnot subject to uncertainty. Pindvek's
analysis illustrates what target paths,especially for the rates of unemployment
and of inflation, are feasible underthe assumptions of his econometricmodel.
In other words, if one specifiesa target for unemployment of two percent during
the planning period, the optimalsolution may give unemploymentrates of between
three to four percent approximately, butalso an inflation rate of,say, over five
percent per year. Thus, his analysis providesempirical measures of the trade-off
between unemployment and inflation,a relationship well-known in theeconomic literature as the Phillips'curve, named after the control engineer andeconomist, A. W. Phillips.4
The second paper, by GregoryC. Chow, contains an elementaryexposition of the simplest case of stochasticcontrol theory. Unlike Pindyck'spaper, this
paper incorporates the effects of randomdisturbances in the econometricmodel, and the welfare function becomesthe mathematical expectationof a weighted sum
of squares of deviations of thevariables under contrl (nowstochastic time series) from their target paths. Amain substantive problem of thispaper is to measure the difference between thewelfare cost, as defined bythe above mathematical
expectation, for an optimal policyand the cost for the best policythat maintains a constant rate of growth for eachpolicy variable. The latterpolicy is a deter- ministic policy in thesense that it can be specified at thebeginning of the planning period without observing futureoccurrences of the economic time seriesin
Mihael C. Lovell sened as chairmanof the first session iii which thesethree papers were presented
A. W. Phillips, "The Relation
Between Unemployment andthe Rate of Change of Money Wage Rates in tne United Kingdom,
1861-1957," Econoo,jci, VoL 25(1958). pp. 283-299
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can be decomposed into the difference between the optimal policy using stochastic
control and the best deterministic policy, plus the difference between the best
deterministic policy and the suhoptimal deterministic policy which is required to
have each policy variable follow a constant rate of change. The econometric model
used is a simple nuicro model constructed by Chow using annual data of the
United States for 19311940 and l94t1963. The results, for dillerent welfare
functions chosen and for both variables in their levels and in first differences, show
that the stochastic part of the gain, or difference,s much larger than the deter-
rninistic part, suggesting the importance of incorporating the random disturbances
in an econometric model for the purpose of measuring welfare gains from an
optimal stochastic control policy.
The third paper, by Stanley Fischer and J.Phillip Cooper, studies the
relationship between the hag structure and the effectiveness of certain stabilization
policies. The models used are linear and rather simple, hut they do include
stochastic disturbances, and some Parameters are assumed to be random in parts
of this study. The policy rules studied are simple, proportional and derivative
feedback rules, rather than fully optimal feedback policies. Effectiveness of each
policy is measured mainly by the variances around stable paths. The optimal
parameters in the proportional feedback equations were obtained by numerical
techniques. The relationships of these optimal parameters to the mean length and
variability of the lag structure were investigated. This study concludes that,
in general, the longer are the lags. the more active should stabilization policy be,
under the assumption that the parameters in the lag structure are given constants.
Another finding is the obvious deterioration in performance of the feedback rules
when the lagged effects of the policy instrument were both long and variable.
It is interesting to note that this type of problem has been under general theoretical
investigation in the control literature: it is commonly referred to as the "stochastic
stability problem."
The fourth paper, which is the first in the second group of papers presented
by economists,5 is a study of stabilization policy using the recursive model of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and is contributed by H. Woods Bowman and
Anne Marie Laporte. A recursive model has the property that, although one
dependent variable may be explained by another dependent variable in a stochastic
difference equation, the latter dependent variable is not explained by the former
in another stochastic equation. Recursiveness simplifies the mathematical deriva-
tion of optimal control policies which are confined to one-period policies in this
paper, but the analysis allows for randomness in the parameters of the recursive
system.6 This paper is of interest because it employs an econometric model which
has received quite a bit of attention in the study of monetary and fiscal policies.
and because it attempts to measure how much more conservative a policy should be
George G. Judge served as chairman or this session.
If the parameters of the reduced-lorm of a fully simultaneous system are regarded as random.
and if one-period optimal policies are desired, the method indicated at the end of the paper by Chow
in this volume can be applied. In fact. Chow's method is also applicable to finding multiperiod optimal
control policies, provided that one is willing to ignore the effect or observations during the control
process on the uncertainty (or posterior density) of the parameters. The papers by Prescott and by
MacRae to be introduced in the following paragraphs do not ignore this effect.
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----conservative being to react less to the changing economicdata of recent past-
when the parameters of the modelare subject to uncertainty.
While the Bowman-Laporte paper treatsa planning lrnri?on of onlyone
period, the paper by Edward C. Prescott treatedplanning problems formany
periods, but only when one parameter is consideredto be uncertain, namely the
slope of a simple linear model explaining thecurrent dependent variable byone
control variable. Although he useda simple model, Prescott was able to study the
trade-off between the control purposes of steeringthe dependent variable totarget
in the present and of increasing theaccuracy of the estimated parameters in order
to further the objective ofcontrol in the future. Thisstudy contained both analytical
and simulation results.7 It was pointedout in the discussion that a moreinteresting,
and still very simple, model would result fromintroducing the lagged dependent
variable into the system. A participant, KarlAstrom of Sweden, discussedsome of his work on this and related problems.
The next paper, by Elizabeth ChaseMacRae, is not only multiperiodin
formulation but also allows for randomnessin the parameters ofa linear model.
The minimization of expected quadraticwelfare under such circumstancesis a well-known problem in stochastic controltheory. A completely analyticalSolution that can be numerically implemented isnot yet available, and thispaper provides
one of the approximate solutions. In thisapproximation, the state variables
(which may include both dependentand control variables) ata certain future
period, which are ofcourse random, are replaced by their expectedyalues in a certain stage of the calculations.This paper assumes that only therandom coef- ficients in a linear systemare unknown, but the residual disturbanceof the system has a known variance. Therefore,using the Bayesian rule, theposterior distribution of the random coefficients ineach period, which isproportional to the product
of the likelihood and the priordistribution of the sameparameters a period earlier, both of whichare normal, will be multivariatenormal for each period. The
equations given by MacRaeare readily interpretable in terms ofprice of inforina- tion and value of estimating,and can be implemented,but how good theapprox- imation is remainsan open question. Again, it is interestingto note that this type of problem has receivedquite a bit of attention inthe control literature dealing with adaptive control; thespecific mathematical techniquegoes under the name of "open-loopfeedbackoptimal"control.
The first state-of-the-artpaper is by Michael Athans. Asthe author would call it, it is a "bread andbutter" paper in theimplementation of control theory by its engineeringpractitioners. When dealing witha possibly nonlinear stochastic model, when the welfarefunction may not bequadratic, and when theparameters of the systemmay he random, the authorsuggests solving the problem ofoptimal control in three stages. Inthe first, all the randomdisturbances or evenparameters are replaced by theirexpected values and theconverted, deterministic problem will be solved bywhatever meansavailable, such as Pontryagin'sminimum principle or nonlinearprogramming. The secondstage deals with theconstruct ion of estimates of thestate variables, usingKalnian-Bucy filteringtechniques, on
Prescott's paper, "The MultiPeriod Control ProblemUnder Unceriainty"s scheduled to .appear inEconometric0
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the linear-quadratic-Gaussian problem of rcering the deviations of the variables
from the optimal paths as determined by stage one to zero, after the dynamic
system is linearized around the above optimal path to yield a linear system with
time-varying, but non-random, parameters, utilizing the Kairnan filter estimates.
This appears to be a reasonable first approximation to optimal control when the
model is non-linear, when the cost may not be quadratic, and when the parameters
may be random. A second approximation, as suggested by Charles Holt, would
beto replace the above deterministic optimal path by the mathematical expectation
of that path, the reason for the suggestion being that the expectation of a nonlinear
function of random variables, which is what is involved, is not equal to the function
of the expectations. While it was argued by others that such expectations might
not be easily computed, Gregory Chow suggested that Monte Carlo techniques
be used to generate samples of random sequences (in place of the expectations of
the parameters) to solve the deterministic problem and that these experiments
be replicated in order to obtain an estimate of the mean path to be employed in
the second stage.
The second paper of the same session, by Hans S. Witsenhausen, was con-
cerned with the separation of estimation and control for discrete time systems.8
One important difference between the basic model of the control engineer and
that of the economist is that the former assumes that the state variables are subject
to measurement errors (the structure of the errors partially known, at least)
whereas the economist, more often than not, ignores the possible errors of measure-
ment. This is not the place to discuss this important issue except to point out its
existence, and to say that perhaps greater interest by economists in errors of
measurement in the context of control may be desirable; in fairness to the
economists, though, the incorporation of measurement errors might often be more
difficult in economic applications where knowledge of the error structure cannot
be assumed.
The term "estimation" as used in the control literature refers not to the
estimation of parameters as in classical econometrics or classical statistics, but
to the estimation of the value of a random vector of state variables which cannot
be observed directly. If the state variables are not directly observed, and therefore
the problem of its estimation exists, one might choose to separate the solution to
the optimal control problem, if such a solution exists, into two parts, one to
estimate the state variables and the second to apply certain control rules to the
estimated values of the state variables. Under the assumptions that the model is
linear with known parameters but unknown additive Gaussian random disturb-
ances and that the welfare function is quadratic, it is well-knownthat the optimal
control solution can be separated into two parts, the first being the estimation of
the unknown state by its conditional expectation through the Kalman-Bucy
filter and the second being the application of linear feedback control to these
expected values. This may be considered an example of the certainty equivalence
principle in which the optimal solution is obtained by replacing certain random
H. S. Witsenhausen's paper. "Separation of Estimation and Control for Discrete Time Systems"
was published in the Proceedings of the IEEE. Vol. 59, No. II, November 1971, pp. 1557-1566, and is
not reprinted here.
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if the parameters arc random, then the replacement of randonivalues by their
expectations in the optimal control equations would no longer yieldan optimal
solution. Witsenhausen's paper deimnes clearly the dificrentaspects of the separa--
tion problem and states sonic sufficient conditions under which dit1rcntaspecs
of separation will exist. In his oral presentation, Witsenhausen furtherilluminated
the difference between the problem of statistical decision, inwhich the state of the
world is assumed to exist though unknown, and the optimalcontrol problem
in which the purpose is to change the state ina certain optimal way.
The last invited paper, by Pravin Varaiaya. discussestrends in the theory of
decision-making in large scale systems. It isa summary of some of the literature
dealing with the theoretical aspects of decision-makingin large systems. and
attempts to survey three related lines of development, the firstis team theory,
developed to a large extent by Jacob Marschak andRoy Radner. In contrast with
statistical decision theory. team theory bringsin the information structure,
namely, a mapping from the state of the worldto the observations by any one of
the agents of an organizalion,as a subject for analysis, whereas in statistical
decision theory, the informationstructure is usually assumed to be known, and
the on!y remaining task is to determinethe optimal decision functions relating
observations to actions. The second line iscompetitive equilibrium theory, which
is mentioned only briefly, and the thirdis research in organization formarranged
in a hierarchy. The last isexemplified by some contributions from worksin
operations research, and by the formulationof an optimal control problem using
a linear system in which them-c arc dilkrentagents, each of whom may employ
certain feedback control ruleson observations of that part of the state of the
system which is available to him. The lastobviously is related to the problemof
decentralized decision-making for thepurpose of controlling a large system.9
This survey paper is interesting becauseit brings together a few importantand
related areas of research, and it issomewhat broader in scope thanmost of the previous papers.
Having introduced theseven additional papers of this volume,we wish to point out that thereare other interesting research works dealingwith stochastic
control and economic systems whichwere briefly reported by their authors inan open session held in the afternoon ofMay6th) O David Kendrick has beenapplying the tools of stochastic controlto the problem of stabilizationof the international
cocoa market. Benjamin Friedmanreported briefly on his researchin extending the approach to economicpolicy of H. Theil to thecase where the welfare function
may not be quadratic but isapproximatedy several quadratic segments. Alfred L.
Norman discussed the techniqueof g.nerating a number ofoptimal paths for a model as a means of checkingthe reasonableness ofthe estimates of itsparam- eters. Franklin R. Schupp describ,dbriefly his experience inthe Federal Reserve Board on how monetarypolicies are actuallymade; he also mentioned briefly
For a sit, vey of some of theseprobtenis using deterministiccontrol theory in continu5us time. the reader may refer to Edwinflurmeister and A. RodneyDohell, "Guidance and OptimalControl of Free-Market Economies-A New InterprcfattonIEEETranu5-j,,on Si-su'u,s,.%f1jnod Crher,,e,jcs Vol. SMC-2. No. IiJanuary 1972), pp. 9-15
Michae' D. Iritriligator servedas chairman in the open session.
380his work on stabilization using a nonlinear modeL' 'Since mans' people in the
control group asked how the econometric models arc built and how good they are,
Ray C. Fair responded with brief remarks based on his experience with the Fair
Model.
12
The question of how useful stochastic control theory is for economics was
subject tolivelydiscussions and comments at the workshop. Without reporting
the discussion in full detail, we would like to mention that, in the pessimistic
extreme, L. A. Zadeh argued that, because of the imprecise nature of economic
modeling and the making of economic decisions, it would be less useful to deal
with quantitative systems and decisions as we have formulated them in the
economics literature, than to use the'fuzzy sets" which he recommends..
13
Zadeh admitted, however, that his formulation offuzzysets does not include the
problem of estimating either the state or the structure of an economic system in
order to acquire knowledge for the purpose of control. On the more optimistic
side were the comments by Charles Holt. According to Holt, most of the economic
decisions actually made consist of examining various actions together with their
associated outcomes, and choosing that action which would generate the most
desirable outcome. This primitive way of decision-making could be improved
UpOnby using an econometric model for the purpose of examining various decision
rules and their associated consequences in terms of the time paths of the variables
(deterministic or random) so generated. The second improvement, according to
Holt, would be to specify some welfare functions to generate certain optimal deci-
sion rules, not necessarily because we believe that certain welfare functions can
be agreed upon. hut because the ad hoc decision rules examined by the previous
method might not be optimal for any reasonable welfare functions, and because
some better rules could be discovered by the optimal control approach which
would otherwise remain unnoticed by the preceding method.
The tools of optimal control can be used to study the dynamic responses of
the system, and how good the performances are, under various assumptions
concerning the welfare function and the parameters ofthe model. It is our opinion
that, while there are many problems in theory and in computations that are shared
by both the control theorists'nd the economists, the uses of control by the
engineer would likely be dill'erent from the uses by an economist. The former may
actually apply the control rules to an operating system, but the latter, at least in
the present state of econometric knowledge. is more likely to use the tools to
study qualitatively the dynamic characteristics ofan economy as they may respond
to certain policy rules. It is hoped that the papers of this volume will contribute to
Sec Franklin R. Shupp. "I. neertainty and Stah,liiation for a Nonliiiear Model,'' Quaru'rlv
Journal f Lcunornus, Vo1 LXXXVI. No. I (Februar', 1972). pp. 94 110.
I 2 Ray C. Fair, .1 Shari- Run torteasring Murk'l of the Lain'! Staie.s Ewnanir (Lexington. Mass
D. C. 1-leath and (rnJ)thv 1971k Quarterly forecasts based art this iiodel have been released since
July. 1970.
13 Zadeh offered any interested participant of the workshop copies of his repriiits. including.
among otheis. L.A. Zadch. "Friizy Sets.'' Inforniaiion aiitl Control. Vol.. No. 3 (Julie 1965). pp. 33t
353: R. E. Bellman and L. A. Zadeh, ''Decision Making in a Fuizy Environment," Management
Science, Vol. 17. No. 4 (December 1970). B-14l-BI64: S. S. L. Chang and L. A. Zadeh. "On Fuzzy
Mapping and Control." IEEE Transactions on Svsrenis. Mail, and ('hernctics. Vol. SMC-2. No. I
(January. 1972). pp. 30- 34.
3Ithe understanding of the ideas and problemsinvokted, and thus contributeto
better knowledge of the economic structureand to better economic polky.
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